The hunting grounds are located on the coast of the Adriatic Sea. A hunt in a wonderful landscape with a sea breeze.

The hunting grounds are: SV. JURAJ, JABLANAC and the island of DUGI OTOK. SV. JURAJ and JABLANAC are about 18,000 ha in size and are located on the coast with sea views.

The roebucks are hunted exclusively by stalking. Roebucks hear and see well. Therefore, shooting distances up to 200 m are not uncommon.

The accommodation is in a simple B & B. We will then have dinner in a restaurant that will spoil you culinary with local cuisine.

You will remember this hunting trip for a long time, because you hunt in one of the most beautiful hunting grounds in Croatia.

mail@capra-adventures.com  www.capra-adventures.com
### OFFER

**Hunting in Croatia - Roebuck**

Hunting dates: from 01.05. - 30.09.

### INCLUDED IN THE PRICE:

(Prices subject to changes)

- 5 travel days
- 3 full hunting days
- 4 nights accommodation B+B
- organisation of the hunt
- stalking 1 :1
- Trophies Pre-preparation in the field

**Stalk/Seated:**  € 895

### NOT INCLUDED IN THE PRICE:

- Arrival and departure
- Hotel accommodation before & after the hunt
- Alcoholic beverages
- Tips
  - Single room  € 40
  - Skull preparation  € 50
  - Hunting license + insurance  € 100
  - Drive through territory - per day  € 70
  - Hunting permit + Insurance  € 250
  - Weapon hire  € 50
  - Misfire  € 100
  - Airport transfer  € 300
  - Processing fee  € 195

Terms & conditions of capra ADVENTURES apply.

### AMMUNITION FEES:

Fee fee without limit, per buck  € 450

Shot and not found game is classed as hunted. As soon as the animal/animals are culled, the hunt is classed as over.